Local image structures and optic flow estimation.
Different kinds of local image structures (such as homogeneous, edge-like and junction-like patches) can be distinguished by the intrinsic dimensionality of the local signals. Intrinsic dimensionality makes use of variance from a point and a line in spectral representation of the signal in order to classify it as homogeneous, edge-like or junction-like. The concept of intrinsic dimensionality has been mostly exercised using discrete formulations; however, recent work has introduced a continuous definition. The current study analyzes the distribution of local patches in natural images according to this continuous understanding of intrinsic dimensionality. This distribution reveals specific patterns than can be also associated to local image structures established in computer vision and which can be related to orientation and optic flow features. In particular, we link quantitative and qualitative properties of optic-flow error estimates to these patterns. In this way, we also introduce a new tool for better analysis of optic flow algorithms.